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..... I William Faulkner cr'eated his own _mythical···yQk~ ·'· ~. (~, ... ,; --~· ( I 
· ~apat,aw:pha. County and frequently dre1Jt! ·on myths., · 
both prec=Christian aD.d Christian, _to· fr·ame his 
. 
-
. themes. He was .particularly impressed by the s·tory -
. 
· of Christ I s Crucifixion,. which often ·b~eom'?S a cen-
tr~l symbol in his workso Su.eh is the case in Light 
1n August· (1932), where the partial 1dentif1catio·n 
' 
of Joe ChristJnaS with Christ create~ an analogy that 
works ~· many 1eV'e1s. Presenting Joe as a ·ViCtim· of . _ _.
man I s inhuman.! ty, Faulkner enhance~s the meaning of 
Joe's death by recall_ing Obrist• s. Through his con-
(~ tacts with other cha,:-acters, · Joe serves as a moral l-
. '-.:. 
gauge, ~ecalling Christ's Las~ Jud~ment sermon on 
. 
' .I 
our response ~to "tnese, the ,least of my brethren. 11 
But -most ·profoundly, the ana.logy probes man I s po-
\ 
- ·r----tential tor· immortality and even a kind of divin-
-1ty · through Joe·' a role as a q_pr1.stlike loser=winner .• 
. Faulkner shows us that we need not be over-
~q< whel~ed· by the fo_roe_s~ of ali~nation,· isolation, 
domination, victimization, racial and relig~ous 
, .. .,.._ 
. 
bigotry, and dehum.anization whic~ threaten to de-
. pr_ive us of our identity as individuals aild men.··. 
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He re.affirms .r -...:.._: us a for faith 1n man wh1 ch, ~ al thollgh 
' 
qualified by a .. realistic appraisal .of ·man's def'in-
1 te limi ta t1ons, nevertheless 
.serves to renew our 
hopes and insPire·our pride in our humanity. 
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Symp~oma ti 1c, perhaps, .of \we·nt1eth-cent~ry _-
. man's acute sense 9f being alone in a hostile un1- _ 
verse, de;prive~ of .. ~~d and_ unable ·to· sustain himself,-
1:, . -· 
. 
.-,,.-~---
1 s . his renewed interest in·- myths • On the one :P,and, · -
" ·;,t' 
myths·are the expression of·wnat Jung refers to as 
. 
. -
the "collective unconscious"; on the othe.r hand, 
. ~ 
tliey· are the em-qtional and -imaginative cousins of 
man 1 s·more intelleatually formulated philosophies 
and theologies. Like _philosophy and. theology, the 
• 
·r-"'"'·· \ myth reflects IDl3.D. Is· need to ·knOW himself in the OOn-
' 
.. . 
- -~ text of the universe, the what and WQ.Y of e~istence. 
·~ Originally, myths were the means by which primitive / 
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man··- explained tb.e 1nexpl1cable. Our return to myths 
1r'- ,• . indicates that, for many, despilte centuries-old 
ph1lo~ph1es and. theologies, the ess~ntial questions 
7 
of existence remain unansweredf ·; 
~ ;' ! ' 
In Yoknapatawpha County.,· William Faul:la3.er ere~· 
ated his own mythical world; 1n his frequent use ~f 
. 
·, /) 
/ Christ E\ymbolism, he ;related his work directly to . . 
., . 
,.., ,-.,. .._.h 
w:P,at he cons-idered the foremost 'West~rn myth. A~ - -~ · 
' Conrad Aiken.has pointed out, the reader of a Faulk-. . . 
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.. ·,ner work is immersed in it.1 Faulkner's readers ~o 
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not 11I'ead II bis boOkS' 'ill the trad1 t1onar sense; they . · . \. . 
. , 
, exper1ence them. Fatilkne:r'.s style-f.Dl.lilerses the read-
6 
er;, and his mythologizing makes :the 1mmers1on a 
• 
. 
' 
. C,i 
_meaningful and deeply impressive experience. 
.... Christianity is an important part ot; _the· West-
. ') .. em cultural heritage. By· partially identifying · 
certain o~f- bis ch~acters with Christ, Faulkner· can 
impart greater significance to their actions<1and 
sufferings. The -reader suddenly senses that by his 
-~ 
own sins of commission and omission -he too contrib-
utes to the misery andsuffe:r1ng of humanity~ Thus, 
.. 
. , Faulkner, who in his Stockholm .4ddress ~described . 
the r{ret duty of the writer as the recording of 
,, 
the Uhuman heart in conflict with itself, "2 gives . 
. 
.. · 'Dl~an.ing to the conflict by placing 1 t in tp.e context 
of the inherited concepts -of Christianity • 
. "-s 
-
Faulkner I a use of C.br1stian sym}?olism, however,· I/ "· 
_, ,I' 
,.. .. , 
cannot be construed as an end.orsement -of the Christ-
'--.. ian ethic as it is ordinarrily thought of and prac-
ticed. Fau11m·er 1·a not a Christian mora.11-st in even 
. 
. . 
"I 
' 
.. 
the sense tha~ Hawthorne, wit~ whom he has on occa-· 
sion been compared,3 is~ He has said that "the trouble, 
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with Christianity is that w~'ve ne'Ver tried it· 
n4 · · · 
·yet ••• ~ Faulkner is primarily a humanist. He uees , 
• J' . 
" .. · · the~ Christiap. i.nyth to make us more aware of our hu-. 
"I....,_ 
·-~ 
. .... , 
· ma.b.1 ty while at the same time often portray1n~~-l 
" 
conventional Christianity as a major cause of our 
~ /f_ ..... _ 
. 
1nh~anity. The values-- 11huma..Ii veri ties 11 as he him- ~ 
• . 
. . \ self refe;s to them--that Faulkner considers imper-
ative are the essence of an e_clec·t1c tho~h selective. 
-~ I 
. - ~ .,... ~ 
_.,., . 
· philosophy that embodies not only the values o·f 
Christ,· a9'/~Faulkner interprets theiµ, but values if . 
. 
older than and not· infrequently antithetical W 
... Christ,. s. 5 
When Faulkner was ·a·sked what he· considered his 
re;i.ationship to the· Christian re·l1g1on to be, he 
,----~epl1 ed, 
· Why the Chr1st1&n:>~el1g1on has never h&rm.ed me •. I hope I never. ,have harmed·· it. 
··I. have the sort .. of provincial Christian background which ~e takes for granted W1tr·)Ut thinking too much about it 9 prob-
g> ablyo That I 0m probably<=~-v1itbin my own 
rigllts I feel Ivm a good Christi~~-
..• '.t whether it would please an.ybody ~lse I a 
-{ standard or not I don•t kno1rro6 /.. 
.. 
And 1i~ 1Il. his work, Faulkner preeents Christian val-
ues as· he ~c;l~t'stands t};lem •. H~ is a Christ1ari 1 . ~ 
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· moralist only in a very person~ ·way, a way ~hat: - ~; -
. \ . . . 
may o~ may not please Christi~\ of a nfore orthodox, 
traditional, or conventional standard. 
In what sense can Faulkner be consi·dered.· a). 
i~ ~ .. - Christian? What is the religious contett out of 
which he writes? Can we·see any· pattern to his be-
liefs? 
From his public.pronouncements, particularly in 
his Stockholm Address and a1.s Commencement Address 
I/ 
·· at Pine Manor Junior College in 1953, one gets the 
·' impression that Faulkner is a Deistic humanist who 
sees God thro~ man-centered eyes. But, . as Fa~lkner 
. ,£ 
. . 
~- .... ,. 
-has said, he ha.a a sort of provincial Chr_1st1an 
background .. 11 It is ~s background that colors many 
. ,\,,. 
of his works, particu,larly Sanctuar1 (1931), Light 
·1!! August ( 1932), ,· and Requiem for ~ Nun ( 1951), w1 th 
a definitely Ca1Vift1St1c sense of man tainted by 
original sin, whi~h he inherited/from-the past and 
by which he is surrounded 1n an aura of guilt, doom, 
' 
. 
. 
, .a.nd tragedy. In each· of t,hese works, however, there 
~· ~ 
rs a rejection of the Calvinist doctrine of tne·J 
, . .;; 
and an intense·an1mosity toward 
. 
' 
- ~'i . 
\ . 
\r'SEJlf-righteous bigots, 
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. An integral part of Faulkner's concer.n .for .doomed· 
~/ 
· man, often.· the victim of his own inhuman! ty, is · the 
. figure of Christ, wb.ich is present in Faulkner's . . ~ 
.. , /. 
. ; ~~ works from his earliest to his last~ And, although .. 
~· 
·"-. 
.:,.....- .. ·-
.. ..,.../ ·-' 
·Faulkner's.attitude toward Christ (as re:rlected in 
his. use of Christ imagery J is both ambivalent arid in-
consistent, certain aspeets·of the Christ-figure are 
as consistently presented by Faulkner as are those of 
the 11 Code Hero'! of Hemingway. These are hi·s roles as 
. ' 
victim, moral gauge, and loser_. 
The Christ-figure's role as victim ·is rea·dily 
apparent and fa1r1y constant. From the prototype of ·· 
B~njy in "The Kingdom of God 11 . ( 1925) . to the Corporal . 
.. ./ 
of ! Fable (1954), the C~-1at-f1gure is a victim of 
man's inhumanity. His _rol~s as moral gauge and loser 
may need fu.ller· expl·ana tio~ • 
. By moral gauge I me~ t,}lat, though~the Christ-., 
~ / .. ··, ~ 
,f1gure himself~, may be mo~al ( the Corporal of ! ·Fable), 
immoral {Joe Christmas of Light ill August), or am.oral 
(Benjy of· Th~ ~91JJ19: and the fur?.) 9···he nevertheless 
serves to ind.icate the val1di ty of the moral values 
. . .. . 
. ' '\ . 
" ' . 
of those around him. The characters attract _pr. 'lrepel 
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,-,-tne reader by the. ~ay_ they treat the Chr1S,_~-~f1gure. -. · 
V 
-In much the same way,· since Faulkner·• a ~-various char-
'}JI'_, 
• . 
• acte,rs often reflect beliefs and value._s common to . 
/' , _ 
_ ____ large se·gments of the. South, these value·a and beliets ' 
• 
also come under the reader's scrutiny and the~r worth ..__ 
' 
-is appraised in the -11~t of ·the human suffering they 
cause or alleviate. 
The Christ-figure's r8le as loser reveals ·the 
:foremost ambivalence in Faulkner's attitude-toward 
' Christ. In the early works New Orleans Sketches (1925) 
and The Sound and the Fury ( 1929) 9 the primary re- . 
aponse evoked -by Faulkner's pr.esentation of the 
·"":,.. Christ-figure as loser is pity. However, in later 
works, particularly Light in August and! Fable, al-
though the reader still seas the Christ~figure as a 
loser, the figure has taken on some added dimen.sio~. 
which earns- him the reader's respect (Joe Christmas' 
-
~ 
. dign:l ty in ,,death) and even admir_ation ( the Corpora~' s 
' 
·' 
.. ''. ~atal fidelity to· principle)·. Intricate:}.y involved in· : 
' ,.~, 
...,. 
. ~ 
. -
. the Christ-figure Is role as loser is the que·stion of 
the historical Christ's divinity. However,: ·since this 
' . point is 'central to my 1nterpretat1onof Joe Cbris~s 
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· _.as ·a· Christ-figure·, .. I aeal ·with it· in Section _1·1· 
. 
. 
·rather than --here • 
. ~ 
. ' 
,aulkne:r, as a l::\umanist, -1s_ p-articu1·arly 
. .-
· · · 1mp re. s ~ e d by .Chri,t' s doctrine of· the brotherhood 
of man. For Faulkne·r, this concept .'is the essence 
I 
of morality 0 Aware of the c.onfl.ict bett,reen head 
\ 
) '1 
and heart in religion, -Faulkner tends to elevate 
. ~ the heart as an organ of- rel1g1o~s perception. 
\ 
.. 
· Faulkner's response to the gre~t truths of religion 
is intuitive before -1 t is intellectual. Thus, though-
Faulkner appreciates the\,. stability of religious . · ; 
. 
. 
_/ tradition against the amoral, rat1onal1st11c, pos- . / 
·. 
. ' /---
'. j 1t1vistic pragmatism of modern soc1·ety, he 1s . //,. 
/ 
./ 
:, 
,.,d~eply aware that the antireligiosi ty · of today . 
• 
t, is the product of the too.formal and hypocriti~al 
. . 
. 
r6l1gio,si ty of yestera_ay. Faul;tm.er, himself, pre-
\. fers',~ personal and strongl·y 1nd1 vi dual .approa.ch 
'(.\, 
• I 
' 
' 
"-)rd !?' 
to religion. He incorporates an almost panthe-
1st1ca.l love of nature into his bwn priv~te 
' I 
reiig1ous experience v and sees ma_n, in an earth · r 
'c J 
Providentia:JJ,y furnished for hi~, 7 working out his 1 . ·~. 
~ 
,• salvation by means o:f a'f'ree will that functions 
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A.11 · of the. elements. of Faulkner's theology 
t1nd -expression in Light !n Aug_,ust. Published in· 
\-..:,_ 
1932, ·1t comes between two other of his works in 
: . 
whioh-he used Christ symbolism extensively, The 
Sound and the'. Fur:y and A Fable. -,.I have Chosen 
L1gh"tt U ~µgust as the subject of this paper 
because it ·deals essentially with most of the 
. major "'e,hemes Faulkner develops in both .these 
other. works, and. because it contains a Christ-
:• 
'..• .. 
.... 
~ ,-.. 
\ 
'· L. 
"" '• '' 
'sh._•· 
-').~~ 
·. :' - '. 
'."· 
t1gure, in the chara·cter of Joe Christmas, who, 
' . 
I feel' 1S more vital' credible' and pov1erful " 
than either Benjy or the Corporal. Further, 
whereas the Christ-Christmas analogy has generally 
been seen as a minor or even irrelevant aspect .of 
·the novel's overall meaning, I see it as central 
to the meaning of Light in Augu
1
st ·an.d as an aid· 
to the better understanding of many· Qf Faulkner's 
other works. 
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Section I 
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·• . 
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. i ,-,. 
A fhematic View of ~ight in ,August ~ 
.. 
\ 
... 
Moat- ··commentators on F·aullmer I s work have 
f.ound, ·L1gat !I! Aµgst difficult to interpret. The 
two ~oat perplexing problems are the relationship 
. ot the three ,story~ strands to each other and the 
development of the main characters in each of these 
·) 
' 
. story strands. The second problem has been further· 
complicated by Faulkner!s use of·Christ symbolism 
in his characterization o,f Joe Christmas, who has 
generally been recognized .as the central character 
of the novel.9 
. Perhap~ the most p.rofi table. way to consider 
the book as- a whole 1S thematically. Viewed.- from 
' 
1-. 
' 
th1 s perspective,". the three story strands appear1 ---~~'-.,~·· 
ae. variations on the same themes. Mor~over, the 
main characters, Lena Grove and Byron Bunch, Joe ,, 
' ' 
. 
/ 
, \. 
b-'. 
.. Christmas and Joanna Burden, and Gail Hightower, v ."- . ·, . 
are all seen to be caught up in the same problems • 
., 
· -Further, their respective reactions to ~hese prob-
lems proi[.1de the mbral s1gnig1cance and power of 
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the book. F~a11jr, the use ot "Christ ~)iymbOlism in · 
the char~cter1Z~ion o:f Joe Christmas becomes an 
---~---
Light 1n ,Augus.:k is a book. rich in themes. f 
. important_ key \o the meaning of the .book. --·. 
. 
-"" 
--, 
. 
. 
Like Moby-Dick, it :represents an attempt by--the 
1 
' author- to relate many of the ,1mportant ideas of 
his time to each other and to the essential meaning 
. ·, 
of life 1 te·elf. To demonstrate what I mean,- I have 
·separated ~hese various thematic ideas and set them 
up 1n relation to each othero For example, I~see 
five of the main themes of the book as contemporary 
·pro~iems: the alienation of modern man, individual 
1sol-ation, the existential search for identity 9 -race 
. relations, and v1ct1m1·zation. Four causes of these l 
' problems w~oh also find thematic representation in 
the book ·are the influence of an inescapable past, • \j 
the corruption of innocence, the domination of the 
weak, and the excesses of religious·fanaticism. 
'• Likewise, the poss~ble .solutions to contemporary 
J 
" man's ~roblems become important themes in the novel. 
I 
t · These solutions involve the response of the 1nd1 vid-
- h r 
. 
' ual . to time, to na tur~, ~d to, bis own human1 ty. -
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Of cours~, my\ . en~eration of .these .the~.es ls 
"' " -· 
artificial and highly contrived; in the novel, 
they are integrally related ap.d inseparable. For 
- - 1, • " 
example, the themes of /alienation, isolation, and 
14ent1ty are all facets of the ~same problem that I 
_ faces every indi vidua.l. If we pro·ject these problem.a 
onto society, we can.see them moti~~!zs victimiza-
tion and. racial violence. 
Similarly, the causes are in~egral to each 
other and to· their re~ult·s. The primary legacy of 
the past is guilt. Although this guilt i~ compre-
hensive, it 1s· often implicitly associated with sex • 
Just so, the corruption of 1nnoc~ilce and the,.domi- . 
'· 
nation of the weak, though not exclusiv~ly sexual, 
~d 
are often presented with sexual overtones. If we 
• i ~·· 
project these themes onto society, we can see them 
. 
mot1 vating the act~ons ot the religious ~igot. Se.cure 
in the knowledge that he is only acti~out God 1 s 
will, her attacks the evils of society with a pas~1on 
I . 
qf almost sexual intensity, seeking ·to purge society 
of _1 ts guilt and to restore to·· man -his -prist_ine 
innocence. 
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Since the causes or all these. problems lie · 
lei. 
. . 
. 
with the individual,· the solutions must_. begin ··w1th 
··• 
' ~ \ ·-· 
the individual~ _For the 1ntensei;J;y. indi vidualist1c 
Faulkner, social peace and fulfillment can come ( 
" ' 
only after individual -peace and fulfillment have h 
been achieved. 
.f'· 
-Let us now s-ee how the:s.e .themes are developed 
in the novel. The theme of alienation is a pervasive . 
one in Light in Aygusto All of the major characters 
and most of the minor ones are outcasts, in some 
way alienated from soc_iety as a whole and from each 
o~ther. Armstid wonders when he picks up Lena how 
.. ' 
• l 
· his wife is going to react to this unmarried and 
obviously pregnant·- _girl. Byron Bunch, who.se suriiSJile·'~1Lt 
I,, 
= 
. " . implies an _extraordinary ordinariness, 1s con-sidered ~ ~ 
strange not only by his co-workers and fellow to1"ms-
. people but even· by Gai-1 Hightower, his best friend .• 
Hightower, himself, has been both rejected by the 
0 
~ 1'{, ' 
,• " 
-town and,,subJected by some members of the community 
to a Klan-style beating. Joamia Burden, Nortl1erner 
\ and llnigger lover," is regarded by the ·townspeople 
·JlL : 
·"'! • 
.. : 
,•. 
·- ,, 
• ,. 
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with susp·1c1on ~d hatred.· Do.c H+nes and his wif~;, 
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Luc~s Burch; the diet1·t1an--non~, for one reason 
. ... 
, or ·ano~her, is ever ·a part of the -group b.e happens 
to be in. 
·The most pa1'1.fully alienated, o; c2~se., 1s 
Joe Christmas. During the whole of· his unhappy~fe, 
i he is ever a lonely figure at odds w1 th the world.· 
He is described as being urootless ••• as though no 
town nor c1 ty was r-his·, · no s-treet, no walls, no square 
of earth his. home. nlO 
-J 
The· themes of isolation and identity are de-
.. J 
. 
. 
veloped through the reactions of the variously 
. 
~ . 
~l1enated characters to their alienation, Lena 
. Grove and Byron Bunch, the· least sophisticated of ... 
the major characters, are not especially troubied 
. by their ,outcast state. Lena, Jal though she ,1s not 
~lways sure of her identity (Ii tness her confusion 
) 
at the birth of her son) and is somewhat embarrassed· 
·· by her poverty and pregnan~y, never lets these 
~ .. 
• lo. 
- i ( problems bother he;r inordinately. Inatead,_
1 
w1th a 'l 
, •• -
• 
' 
.. 
simple faith in ··n1 vine Providence and the goodness · 
of man, s'he takes advantage of ller cond1 t1on by 
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. trom .those who would consider themselves her betters. 
, 
-
. Byr,on ident,ifies h1mse1f as a Cbr-istian. .Al though 
i ' . 
' his mQtives after he meets .Lena are not always un-
, 
selfishly pure, he, nevertheless, is successi'ully \-t 
able to break through his isolation and touch the 
··• ' 
' 11 ves of Lena, ·Hightower, Clµ'istmas, the Hineses, . 
and Burch. Hightower, besides his fr1endsh1ij with 
Byron, which is superseded by Byron's attacbmeht 
to Lena, breaks through his isolation on two other 
occasions: once, successfully, wbe~ he helps to 
deliver Lena's son and returns home with a feeling 
,,---~- . of rejuvenation, and once, unsuccessfully, when he 
·attempts, too late, to save Christmas. After this 
second, uns~ccessful breaking-out, he retreats 
permanenily into his isolated.· world of fantasy 
and loses his identity completely to the gal1Qp1ng 
ghost of his grandf'ather).1 
Christmas flaurits h1s isolation-· like a "ban-/-
ner, with a quality ruthles.s, lonely, and almost -, 
prou<i11 (27) •. Rejected from birth, ~e sees a defiant 
and principled isolation as· the only means open to 
hiin of e·stabl1sh1ng any 'identity at all. He uses 
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h1ij-unique_pos1t1~n, ·being neither whit~ nor black, 
·. · · to p:l'ovok} ~ights with Negroes ~d wh1 tea alike. 
't' . .. 
" Dressed 1n his city clo~hes 9 lthic~ (Richard Chas.e 
has poi_nte~---- ·=out) symbol.ize in the white shirt_ and .· ~" 
"J 
' black pants his uncertain status, 12 he roam$ the 
0 , • 
countryside -seeking identity through violence. 
4..' Christmas is a classic. modern protagonist, so alien 
~d j.solated ~n an a~urd universe that he must, 
provoke peop~e to hurt him 1n order to make them · " 
' and himself awa:re of his existence. The question 
of Joe's being a Negro become.~ relevant in this / 
context because one of the prime factors of the 
whole racial problem/ 1n America is the major1 ty 's 
at~empt to deprive minorities of ,their identity 
through false stereotypes. Joe cannot even co·ntem-
,,,>""7! 
plate a permanent relationship with Joanna because 
to do so·· would _mean denying "all the thirty years · c• 
·that I {jo;} have lived to make m'e 
be"(232). For both Joe and.Joanna, 
what· I chose to-
identity is 
.. 
conceived in negative terms and ultimately in 
. suffering and death. They\· are or.ucified on a 
cross that each, as members of a sick ~~_c1ety ,(/'' ' .,_ 
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·helped' to_ create and that·. l:>oth, as 1nd.1 viduals, 
.. ' •, ~ 
come to accept.13 
The· theme o-f· y1ct1mization, one of the major 
themes in ·al·l of Faulkner's work, is persistent 
.. 1n the book:·a An important risk one takes in accept~ 
ing his human.1 ty is the risk of becoming a victim. 
However, being a victim need not always be tragic, 
tho'1gh 1 t usus .. lly involves some unpleasantrbess . and-
/. 
the threat of· emoti.onal, or even physical, hurt. 
Lena, for example, 1s t~e victim of a basic 
human urge~ Lucas Burch, the unprincipled scoundrel, 
" 
takes c,.advantage of Lena's humanity. Nevertheless, 
~-
her victimization starts her on the long journey 
..whereby she .. meets Byron and begins to e:stablish 
. 
. ~ 
a family. She do~s, of course, gq through the hard-
,r. • -
ship of traveling the countryside in her condition, 
'. 
the pains of childbirth, and the embarrassment of ·· 
":. ', being spurned ·by Burch; but her remarks to· Hightower 
when she ·thinks Byron has left her · ( 362) and her 
later coy ensnarement of Byron suggest tf8't she 
has ~dapted herself\ to her si tuat1on·. 
Byron, as the furn.1 ture de,aler sees 1 t, has 
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been uproarious.ly vfct1mized · by Lena. Yet, desP1 te 
-
h1.s i~volvement with Christmas, the Hineses, and 
,. 
. 
;.·· .. f. 
) . 
'Hi~er;, his. being mauled by Burch, and his uneasy.. ··t 
feelings that he has som.e};l.ow compr9mised himself·, , 
,, Byro·n, by the end of the book, has replaced with 
8 .. ,new-found sense -Of pu~ose and commitment the 
negative approach to ·11 f e ~· idle hands tempt th(t 
dev11.'.P that had characterized his eaflier ex1st8~ce. 
·, .. 
Hightower is not so fortunate, but, .. then, his 
victimization 1s quite different from that of Lena· 
or Byron. Their victiI!l1zations come as a result of . 
----.-""' 
'/ 1 
their commitment to · human neecis; h1 s come a as a 
result of his evasion of human responsibility. 
Theirs are as comic as they are pathetic; his· is 
,. 
only pathetic. What make·s it even m9re pathetic is . 
.t 
that it hurts others besides himself. He comes to·'" 
~ 
. '---'-- x-ealize O.uring his ~ment of truth that he· has been 
responsible for his wife's degradation ·and d~a.th. 
r·.-,.-.....-?-
,i \ ' 
.He also senses ·-s.onie -conil.eetion between hims.elf, ~ . ' ',. .. 4 . . . . . ' 
Christmas, and Pe·rcy"·. Grimm. Earlier Hightower had ,. 
· eloqua:qtly bemoaned ,his fellow coUiltrymen' a ·'-r.el1- · 
/..,..,"',· .. ,--. --~ 
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- if .... 
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,._ g1on' s driving them to .crucifixion of tliemsel ves 
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.. . ·and others (322_). At ·'·another. point ln the bo·ok, 
.. he sees the Church being destroyed by professionals, , 
"who have removed the bells.from its -steeples"_ (426). 
The dehumanization of the Chur.c_b ~d Hightower• s 
vision of the empty steeples suggest an interesting 
connection between Hightower' s evasion of respons1-
" 
bility and that of organized religion 1n general. 
As an ordained minister, the only professional 
religious of .importance in the bo~k, ·· Hightower 
should be carrying on Christ's sdcial mission among 
.. 
men. Again and again in the gospels, we see Christ 
t~~ng the part of the 'socially oppressed. He 
saved the adul tress from being stoned,· dined with 
---\ 
., a public sinner, and befriended Mary Magdalen, a 
, .. 
notorious whore. These incidents suggest that those'1 
'-s·, __ -, 
who _profess to be carrying on Christ's work would 
also be involved 1n the social problems of-.. their 
time. Faulkner, in an essay he wrote shortly after. 
\. 
... the lynching of Emmett T1·11, was scathing in hi.a 
' 
I.' 
,• 
attack on the Church I s. lack of 1ni tiati ve •. He 2 sa.id, 
1 \ \ 
speaking of the indignant voices raisedatter 
the a:fi'air, 
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There are all voices in !act,~except, 
one. That one voice which would adumbrate "· them al+ to s1lence 9 _being the superior 
of' all since "it is. the living a.,rticulation_ 
of the glo~y and the sovereignty of God 
and the hope and asptration of mano The ChurchQ which is the strongest unified force in our .Southern lif·e since all 
· Southerners "are not whi~e and are not democrats 9 but all Southerners are reli-
' gious and all. rel,igions serve tl1.e same 
single God~ no matter by what name He 
,· 
__ _,..,-
.. is calledo O O O 
-Where is ·'that voice now, which should have p:ropotm.ded !>perhaps two but certainly 
one of these sti:Ll~unanswered. questions? 
.. 
;.1 j 
/ 1. The Constitution of th:e u. s. says: 
) ( 
Be.;r ore the law 9 there shall be no 
artificial inequality--race creed 
or money~c::pamong citizens of the United States. · 
2. Morality says: Do unto others as yo'1 would. have others do unto you. 
3 •.. Christianity says: I am the only 
, ~ · distinction ·among men since who-
soever believe.th in ,e, shall J 
t, -never die. 
· · ' . 
Where 1s~.tbis voice now, in our 
" trouble and i1idec1sion? Is it trying by its 
silence to tell us that it has ,no valid.-1 ty and. wants none outside the sanctuary behind 1 ts symbolical sp1re?l~. · . ._ ( 1 tali cs mine) 
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Hightower, of course, is an. _1nd1 vi dual, and \::, 
l 
· bis sins, including tho·se of omission, ~re those . 
of an individual, but one can't ~elp being i~trigue~~ 
. by ·tlie recurrence of the emptyc,:,steeple im,agery in ~ . 
I 
Faulkner' s condemnation of the Church' s shuntiri(; V. 
. 
of responsibility and his giving to the 1rrespon~ 
.. .;. 
'•,. ~ ' .. 
. ·; 
.-r! ""' ·' 
.--·~--Sible old. minister the name·' of Hightower. To 
par .. aphrase Faulkner, one might well ask, "Where 
was Hightoi1er when his wife was comitting adultery 
.. ~) 
and. then suicide? Where was. Hightower when Joanna 
--, 
Burden was .being inurd~red by a man drive~-
violence by the racial neuroses of his society?b 
Who deserted religion and Jeft it to the desecra~· 
•' .. 
.._,_ tion of a Hines or a McEachern?" The only true 
Christians in the book are the common people ,, 
like Byron Bunch, who, as individuals, act out· 
of simple human goodness, ca.11~~t what you will. 
. ~~ 
./ 
_ When· those who have profess~d to accept 
responsibility fail to take the 1n1t1ative, others, 
~ ~' like ·Do.c Hines, are quick to fill the vacuum. The 
' .. , 
p 
result, of co(Urse, is a travesty of -religion. 
/'\_ Although H:t,ne:\ 1s>h1msel:f the victim of his own 
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-exalted delusions, he, in turn, v1ct1mize·s others, 
···-~- / 
. 1IiC.Lud1ng his da.~ter and. her son. , . 
. / 
., 
. Some-times, --as we have,, seen with Byron and Lena, ~ 
. 
"' 
. victimization can have its comical aspects. __ tt does· 
to a degree in the terror of t~~ d1et1 t1an when 
,.~:::-··:;?;• 
she fears Joe will tell about her lovemaking. An-~ 
' 
. 
. 
other v1ot1m, mo;~--~ himself than ot anyone 0~lse, 
t> 
• 
...~ 
.h . 
. I 
__ J is Lucas Burch •. His f'requ.ent, putcr~es that the j 
-
sheriff is victimizing him by cheating him of his 
just rewarq. are iron.1 cally"'· funny •. In fact, Burch 
~>or. is one of the few characters in the boo~ not vie-
. 
' \ ' 
. 
, ·t1m1zed. He cah' t be because he isn·' t human enough 
I to be! As' David L. ~azier ~as pointed out, whereas . 
· Doc Hines, Simon McEachern, Joanna Burden, G~il 
Hightower, and Joe Cbri~stmas are committed to neg-
~ 
• 
" l 
V 
,, 
... , ._\ at1 ve values endi:pg in misery and death, and whereas 
Lena Grove and Byron·Bunch are,committed to positiye 
' . 
values leading tp--1iappiness and life·, Lucas Burch is 
·-
., 
. committed t(} no. valu.ea.15· 
- . ') ... --" 
' ' . 
-""' Byro·n' s l~fe' becomes mean~ng:f'ul because of his 
" 
( ..,.... \\ 
coiumi tment· to Lena; ·Joe ' s , be.cause of his commit-
,I 
·°' 
,L 
·· ment to death; Lucas Burch I s life lack~f.3 meaning 
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because he 1s comm.1 tted to nothi.118. 
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·,.;,, . In terms ·of polarity, if ,,the st9ry 
of Christmas is a tragedy, and if the 
· . story,,_ of Byron is a comedy 9 the story of 
Burel{ .is a, cutting sat,ire t!po11. the life 
w1 thout values jBJld therefore 1,11 thout · . 
direction and finally without wort~ or 
? ··/ 
.,..· 
1mportanceo~6 ··· 
i 
Thus we come to the most tragic v1.ct1ms or all, 
!. 
Joanna Burden and Joe Christmas. Some critics have. 
seen Joe's determination to be different from 
other men and his tailure to establish a mean-. . . 
. 
. '• 
1ngtul relationship with Miss Burden as attempts 
on his part to escape hi~ humanity.17 Actually, 
Joe tries thr,ough violence . to establ1$ his humanity. 
' . ~ 
He has been conditioned by past experience to seek 
' l--4. 
~ , 
' ( 
recognition through -conflict~ 
.__ 
St 
.Both Joe and Joanna .. are truly victims of forces 
beyond t~r control0 Their struggles for identity 
,. 
lead inevitably to their destruet1on •. Their roles 
f ( 
' ' . 
as v1e-\ims, especially his, are central to the 
, meaning of t:P,e novel. Joe may be vie.wed as the 
'Victim of the) religious ~bsessions of such characters· 
as Doc Hines, McEachern, Miss Burd.en, and· Percy .. 
G~imm.18 He may be seen as the epitome of the hum~ 
_ situation, suffer~ ~eatly what we all sufter more··. 
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ordinarily.19. Both he .and Joanna Burden can be 
• 
-- . seen as ~he victims~ of "analagous ~ul tura1 
. •, .' 
neurcseso "-20 And, ultimately, Christmas oan be · 
' . looked upon as a latter-day Christ, the victim\ 
.·of man's fear of and hatred for people who are 
different. 't 
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: ........ --.:~·--· ' 
The causes· of -a1·1enation., .1solation, lo.es 
I 
i'( . 
, .. 
l 
... . 
<. of.identity, racial friction, and victimization 
.· are varied. But at least in the cases of three 
of the major characters, Hightower, Miss Burden, 
and Joe, they are the same. The foremost causes 
\ ' 
~ 
of their suffe-rings and ultimate· deaths are the 
inescapable burden of th~ past, ·the success.~l : 
or attempted domination of one persen by another, 
~- ·the relentless corruption of inno·cenc·e, and th~ 
racial and religious bigotry of a. sick society. 
· Hightowerv s ·obsession with the glory of his 
grSJl.d.fa,th~;p,-incapacitates him as a man of God a.IJ.d I . 
. even as a, man. Just as· he is dominated by· his 
· grangfather, who., he admits (430), has usurped 
-
.. his identity'~ he forces his Wif'e, by h1s,innocence 
-.·· 
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1n the face ·of her, need.a ( 420) , to·· co·rorni t ~dul tery,~ , 
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and, later, suicide. He 1~ .. --a~· victim o __ f, 911t· also 
. .)\ ' . 
' \ .. "' 
· '.(through his· evasion of respons1b111 ty) a part-
. . 
'· 
of, the pervas_ive bigotry that becomes the :principal· 
' .. · 
,1nstrum\mt · of destruction in the novel. 
Like Hightower, Joanna Burden is obsessed 
' 
,, 
with the past. She tells Christmas ~pout her 
· family's abolitionist }µstory and of her vis~on of 
wh1~te babies struggling under the burden of a 
·black cross (221). For her, Joe is one more means 
of expiat1llg .. t~e racial sins of· her race •. But their 
i . 
r , relationship is one of pos'siblej corruption, physical 
,. . ,· .. 
. ~ . 
and moral, and of a struggle for domination. ·she 
·gives herself to him, while simultaneously strug-
, I . , 
.. · .. gling against him, in an orgiastic lust so great 
.. ;;. 
· ,~' even he is repelled by 1 t. I~ is not w1 thout . 
~ . 
l 
-~ i • C. • 
significance thatlher grandfather's name was 
Calvin. She, in her own way; is as much a part 
and. victi~ ot the religous and raci'al bigotry so 
rampant i.n the novel as }·s Joe. 
'.:), /· .... 
JofJ, though he is not so ·aware of the p·ast a~ 
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.down on him against 
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ch he struggles s~ va11ant1t. 
-
-
Hi·s own past constantly influences. ;his actions, and 
on more than qne occasion :tie se~s it bearing hi~ 
111evitably to destruction. It 1s in Joe that the 
effects of domination are most clearly discerned. 
His early life is p.ominated by the eccentric Hines; 
.J, ' 
. -,, 
_,. 
much of Joe• s· sense of rejection ~d resultant 
defiance cah be- traced to this dominance. It 1s 
through· Hin&a that Joe learns he ,?an be sbme~ody 
"' 
by fighting back. That· is why Joe can. accept the~· 
harsh:o.ess of McEachern. while Mrso McEache:rn 8 s at-
-tempted kindnesses only repel him. Hines and 
· McEachem, in the1r-~~own,,·ways, help ~oe to define 
~~ l,.__,( 
himself, albeit in negative terms_e He kno1rrs where 
1b · he stands in relatiop. to .them and can reaffirm his-
-
-i~ u . ~ 
stance simply by· fighting against them~, They, are 
A 
solid-whereas the women .are not. \' . 
... 
. 7 
Joe I s innocence is constantly being threatened,Pt1 
... 
'< . 
. by the oorrupti ve influence of womeno He beats the 
. young Negro girl, is taken in and then con.firmed 1n 
I 
-,....... ' 
· his .distrust of women by the hardhe~ted Bobbie. 
Allen. ·His strt1.ggle for domination with Joat;111a 
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·-· Burden is at· once· the niost challenging and po~en-\ · /· 
' . . . . ' '51: '' 
, · · tially the most oorrupting of his life. The physical 
corruption of' their union se:rves as an indication 
. . 
. 
_of the possible moral· _corruption it can mean to Joe • 
Joe's one virtue 1~ integrity. Jq_anna's proposition" 
.that he go .to th~ Negro college is a· threat to his 
existence that he can meet·only by destroying her. 
Both Joe and Joa.:nna are victims ot bigotry in 
, 
a double sense. PhysicaJlly it causes. their deaths, ~ 
r 
hers indirectly, his <U~ectly. Spiritually it shapes 
,,di 
.their lives, influencing everything they do and 
damning them to a perpetual struggle just to be., 
. • 
- 0 
For Joanna it is the cross on which she must /.,------~ ... 
,, ~ 
~-,, 
immofate herself. For Joe it ~s the freely ac-
,; 
oepted banner (he is never sure his. father was a 
Negro) by which he~can procl~~m his enmity to the 
world which refuses to accept him. 
In .. ,the face of such overwhelming odds, what · 
. •, 
· altern~tives may struggling man~ose?~ Tliat,
0 
of 
, • • ..... ,I ' 
course, dapend1s on· .the person.: The s~mple folk, 
• r' 
. (( Lena and By~on, can readily r~spond·to the ·rhythms_ 
. :,. 
ot nature •. Forj'thefn'· the -most im-oortan·t time. is the· 
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29 
present~ a.nd they· wo·rry 11 ttle· about· the past or 
the future. Lena is f~eq_uently described in terms 
of slow but inexorable movement alld close·s the 
. ,, 
. .. 
book with her t1me-discounti!1S observation, 11~'1q, 
;1;:J" 
my. A bo,dy. does get aroundo Here 1i1e· ain.' t been 
coming from Alabama~ bu,t two months, and now it's 
already Tennessee'~'(444). ·Time causes Leh.a none ot 
.__,;/ 
the problems it d.oes the tragic figures, Christmas, 
Hightower, and Burden. 
'\ 
..• ~ ' 
Both Joanna B~den and Gail Hightower view· 
time in a sophisticated.way. As Darrell Abel haa 
pointed out, 
. The central perception 9ffered to · 
readers of Light !_n Aµgust is expresse~ 
1n. Bergson n s .. sentence $7 'the higher the 
consciousness~ the stronger is this 
tension of its own duration in relation 
to that of thingso 9 Such .. ,/ a tension 
.:·:requir,es a consciousness of at least · 
two possible,durations~ the intuition of 
our own duration ~which we all seize from 
within'; and the intuition of some poss1b~! 
duration more compr~hensive than our own •. 
J 
For example~ at the same time a character .1s 
aware of his own present duration, he -is aware also 
;, .. ../' 
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of his existence ,11 thin .a durat1·on much more com-
.v·'"':_.'. 
prehensive than .his oiwn.. This other duration may }" \ -·~i; 
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·be his ·whole life ( the duration perceived ·by ... · 
. Christmas)., that of ge~~rations of Ms r8,m~Jy 
i (that perceived by Hightower and Miss Burden), 
r-· 
.that of the' continuing life of thEt human species ' < (';_, 
{perceived by both H1g}l.tower-and Miss Burden but 
·1 
. 
.. 
. 
& in different ways), and .11nally the duration oft 
··-- (_, 
~ , ... ,, . the vast trariscend.ent flux in iihich the elan 
> vital endlessly reshapes reeiity in novel and 
./ 
. more complex forms {perceived by Hight~iwer and 
·. · 1ntu1 ti vely accepted by Christmas). 2F2 
• Mr, Abel sees .. Hightower as the mos~. s1gn1g1cant 
character in Light·!n Aygus~. because only he_ .. 
attains the higher consci.ousne~s which 11·contracts 
in a quasi~instantaneous vision an immensely long 
history which unfolds outside. 1.tselt'. 1123 Though 
I am willing to grant that Hightower.does achieve 
-· this higher co:nsoiousness, I- do- not think that :bhis 
,f 
accomplishment makes·him the most sign1g1cant 
)• 
·~ 
character in the book. Hightower is one of many· 
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similar· ·Characters in Faulkner: he haN kee-n " '• 
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,= perception, which is. more comprehensive and o~ · 
a higher plane than that of those around. h,im, but, 
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-because of some impotency in his make-_up., he is 
... 
unable to act. Like Horace Benbow in ~anctuary 
' . ) .. 
' 
or, the Quartermaste~--~ General 1n ! ,,Fable, Hightower 
sees the _anorama of cSUffering humanity before him, 
but he 9 "do nothing to al~eviate this suffer1ng4t· 
,// 
_#.../ Faulkner· makes constant reference to Hightower~' s 
-1111Potenoeo He is described as paunchy, decaying, 
.surrounded by the smell of unwashed flesh (which 
Byron mista~aa-, as have some critics, for the odor 
1:>f ···;ancti ty). His very name places him in a tower 
.. -,r.:."'~ 
above and but of tte plane of .~ctu8.1 exi_stence. 
He sees himself as the gho1~t of his grandf·ather. 
His final scene in the novel-·, the scene in which 
he experiandes his "1nsta.rita.neous f1s1on," 1s pne 
. '·of capi tulat1on to_ the gho&J\t that has ·robbed him 
ot life. . -~ 
In contrast to the flaccid picture o-f the 
·-
~ ' 
_contempl~tive Hightower is tbe. violent and vibrant 
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.. ;, picture of~Chr1·stmas I agonizing struggle for existence. · 
.- ' 
·' t 
. He doesn • t s~ much perceive evil intell~ctua.lly with 
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~he (iespairing aloofnes·s o ~"~~1ghtower as he · expe- ,,, 
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r1ences 1 t act,ual_ly ,. perv ·ding. his whole being, . 
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. ' r , constantly ready_ to~annihilate him. Irving Howe 
" \ 
sees Christmas as re.sembiing Camus 1 . Meursaul t . ~ 
. 
·--.\ 
. _ ....... 
in his struggle f,or 1d~nti ty .. 2~,,fil~hard Chase 
' ' 
~_sees· .. him as resembl1l'lg ·Ahab, /Seeking an e.1US1V8 
·, 
purity symbolized by whiteness. 25 Christmas 1s 1 
. . one of the great romantic heroes of modern liter-
ature. He is at war wi~h himself, hi·s fellowmen, 
\ . 
evil, and the gods, not so much by choice· but·· 
because that is t~e way thing·s happen. to be. An 
. ' 
-~.;'\ 
. 
'. .. 
aura· of doom and inevitable tragedy surrourids his~ 
whole existence from his inauspicious birth to his 
· horrifying death. Like H1ghtqwer, Christmas sens.es 
an inevitability in his actions: 11 Someth1ng·1[ :, 
. 
going to /happen to J!!!!, '' he says. "! alll: going to 
''.-I 
• 9:Q. so.mething" (91). But, unlike Highto1r1~r 9 ·· Christmas· 
aats~Certainly from our point of vi~w, h1~:actions '\, 
·-. 
are not ·~right,n but from his point of view, they 
are what must be done. ·Nor, deSp1 ta his precli vity 
, :-,. 
-~· h 
,I 
for viol~~ce and even murder, is Ohr~stmas all bad. ,.,,. 
-0 
.,. L1 His·· agonizing perception of the 11.printed sentence, 
" . -
t~~orn and already d.ea9. God. loves me .toou ·(91) -
. 
~ is one of the most p0;1gnant pleas for salvation 
\/~ 
·1n all literature. 
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The~ Christmas-C·hr1st Analogy. anq. Its Impl1cat1~~s - ,w 
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. ,._ 
,i), 
1:r···Joe Christmas is not all bad,· can he possibly 
be all good? What are we to make of the Christ allu-
~-!:-
-~ 
-
. 
. ·-.. ~-.~ 
( 
sions and parallels ~hat Faulkner uses abunqantly 
Q ' 
-in his characterization of Joe Christmas? Ho.w can 
the violent Joe Christmas, moonshiner, fornicator, 
f 
_and murderer, whose story se~ms t_he ess-ence of 
despair, be . like Jesus ,,Christ, ihe Prince of Peace, 
whose essential message was one of love and hope? 
Can any comparison, .. of the two be· made, or is the 
I 
" 
' 
' • 
apparent .analogy mere~y another example of Faulkner's 
.... .• 
purported perversity? 
Certainly numerous parallels exist between~-
·c~1s~mas • story- ·ari.d Christ I s. The· circumstanQe~ 
. 
. 
of.his birth, his coming·to Jefferson at the ~e 
of t:p.irty with a name that is "somehow an~augur 
of what -he wi 11 do 11 ( 29} , his torment at the 'li8.Ilds 
.of\ .. m6dern phar1-sees-~all invite comparisons between · 
rt' 
·~ ,,-. .... 
. C}?ristmas and Christ. Further, on Tuesd.ay of his 
' 
week of f'lig~t,, the day __ of Holy Week on jm:rch_ Christ 
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cleansed the temple, Christmas enters a Negro 
....... ~ 
church and, using a __ table leg, drives out the , 
_,:;., 
--worshipers. On.Thursday night, the night of th~ 
Last Supper, Joe r·1nds himself in the cabin ot 
a Negro, whom he calls a "brother," and a meal 
mysteriously appears before him. 26 And, of course, 
there are the final circumstances surrounding his 
,. death. 
Critios o'f the Christmas-Christ analogy have 
· generally been of two · types: those who see 1 t as 
irrelevant to the ·novel's meaning27 and those who 
see .it as a re1nfor~ement of the theme of victim-
~ -ization. 28 With regard to the former view, it 11 . 
would seem that Faulkne~' s use of Christ symbolism 
., in Light .!n Aµgust is too pronoun~ed, proloriged, 0 
·•· ', .:., 
,. 
·:. .-. 
., 
and persistent to be regarded as merely an artist'! I 
whim, a vague stylistic device, or faulty symbolism., 
Moreover,· his ~,subsequent use of such. symbolism in .. 
' such works. as ~. Down, Mcses~.and Other. Stories (1942) ,· 
Requiem for§ Nun (1951), and! Fable (1954) also 
tends to weaken the view that his use of it in 
.. Light ~ August was superficial· or not well thought 
-1. 
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out. On.the ·other hand, there is.much to support 
the second view. For Western m~, pa~ticularly 
.· Christians, Chr~st~. is the great Victim,. of such 
0 
L 
renown that our calenaar is dated from His time.· 
Many major -writers of ~he twentieth century have 
" 
used the Christ-victim analogy. 29 F_aulkner himself 
has used it in other books, particularly in his 
·· .characterization of Benjy Compson in The Sound· and 
' 
' Fury, of Nancy Mannigoe in Requiem ·tor 2. Nun, and 
of the Corporal 1n ! Fable. 
.I, Hugh Holman sees the Christmas-Christ-victim 
. 4 
• 
analogy in terms of the suffering servant, who 1r 
' 
l described by(0 Isaiah as "a.espis·ed and. rejected of 
men; a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief':·,, 
and we hid our faces from him ••• for the trans-
. . 
' 
gressions of ·my people was he stricken.n30 {Isaiah, 
. 1111. 3,8)' Such a view --1s en.tirely consistent with 
Christmas I presentation in .the novel a~ an alienated 
;:,,,.~ . 
stranger isolated from the rest of men and, finally, 
i 
·rr, .. 
ri tu~~+,Y sacrificed by them. 
'.· - '·,:, 
One need only reae- J obn Cullen's account . of the 
"' 
.__£,,'> 
lynch1ng31 which he thi~.s may have served as a 
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sour.ce for L1£SAt !n August to see why Faulkn.er · ... 
might p_ortray Christmas in Christ-like terms. 
ti 
, . 
. Mr. Cullen proudly recounts his part in the lynching, 
,, which he clearly feels was an honorable acto By 
suggesting a similarity-between Christmas and Christ, 
~ 
Faulkner may have hoped to shpw that, despite.· his 
'·J being a murderer, Christmas was still a human being, 
and that murdering him, the way the lynchers mur-
_dered the Negro in Cullen• s account, was· still a 
sin against humanity, a sin not.unlike the murder 
,of Christ. 
The Christ-victim analogy usually serves a 
··""""c:-..,. - -- .... -----~---
very .. important purpose tn Faulkner u s works. In 
a general- way it arouses profound sympathy for 
.the victimized character because we see in his 
' 
victimization a re·currence of the Crucifixion •. 
' At the same time, by 1den~1fy1ng with the victim-
ized character, we· become more aware of our own 
vulnerability •. In Christmas,·· ~,e see not only_ the 
victim of racial bigotry, but, as· the representative 
of modern man (as Christ was the repres~ntative of 
all m~n), -'the vict·1m ·of ~o·c1a1 forces that in their· 
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• •I,. 
way cause each of us to sutter. \ "We unite w1 th Joe 
Christmas because he is the mod~rn Everyman. In a 
:cosmos where.the only constants. are absuridity &nd. , 
\ 
· instability, we have the right toJXpect anyt~ng 
. . 
except rationality. Anyo~ of us could become the 
( 
victim. 1132 Pe~~y Grimm is as much a vi.ctim of the 
forces which compel him to murder and mutilate 
Christmas as Christmas is. That is the point Of 
Hightower's seeing the faces of the two blending 
in his final vision (431). 
Christ, speaking of the Last Judgement, said: 
I was hungry and you gave me to eat;· 
I was thirsty and you gave me to drink; 
I was a stranger and you took·me in; 
·naked and you covered me; sick and you 
visited me; I was in prison and you· oame 
to me.· 
(Mat thew, . DCV •. ~ 34-37) 
Asked by the Just when they had done these things, He 
· ·. replied, "Amen I say to you, as long as you did 1 t 
. -~ \ 
·. · tor one of these, the least of my brethren, you 
·did it for me" (Matthew, xxv.40). Faullpler may have 
1 4 
had this_ passage in mind when he said, "The a· trouble 
with Christianity·1s ·that·we've never tried it 
yet~ 1133 
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) 
_ .. Besiq.es ·illuminating some ge.ne;ral truth about~ 
the human condition through his role as v·1ctim . \ 
. .. 
{such.as th.at anyone of us could be.victims or 
v-1ctim1zers), the Christ-figure also isolates and 
brings into bold nelief (through his cpntact with 
other characters) the pe.culiar human weaknesses . 
8.Il~_false values that cause human suffering. Thus, 
he acts as a kind. of moral gauge. 
· As Joe wends his pathetic and violent way· 
-
through tb,e novel, he comes into contact w1 th many 
characters. How the~treat him influences the 
.. . 
. 
reade~'s opinion ot: them •. For example, when Joe, .,., ' 
as an infant, is first abandoned and later har- , 
assed by the mad Eupheus Hines, who has presumably 
already killed Joe's father and caused the death of 
Joe's mother, we are somewhat stunned to· see the 
lengths to which a vindict,ive man will go.· Hines -
is a pathetically repulsive, char~.ct'er: patnet~c, 
, because he 9 himsel:f t is dominated by his pseudo-
.. religious=sexual-rac1al bigotr1es, which,- in turn, 
. ' 
.. ' 
cause him to dominate others; repulsive,·. because· 
he h&s allowed his obsessions to destroy his 
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·~. 
\ 
it ... humanity. Hines, wi tp his garblecl scripture and - · · · I 
wild-eyed racism, is defini tel-y an exaggeration, 
-· 
a-s unbelievable as a group of' grown men beating . 
Negro schoqlchildren with axehandles~ When Christmas 
allows himself to be captured at Mottstown, Hines 
is the most vocal exponent or·mob violence. He is 
one of many 1n·the book who pervert religion to fit 
" tp.eir own twisted ·needs0 Hearing him expound the_ 
word of God in his own peculiar way, one might con-
sider him an eccentric but pious old man. Seeing . 
. 
him in action,_ one shudders to think of the harm 
he and a handful of adherents could cause. 
What is truly frightening about Hines is that, 
under the proper c1rct;lIIlstances and given th\ proper 
, ~~· audience,· he has no difficulty. influencing the ,be~ ~ \ 
hav1or of others· with his fanatical Jiarangues. The 
d1et1 tian at. the orphanage, becaus~e of her pos1 tion,. 
< 
_might presumably be considered somewhat of' a humani-
- · tarian; yet, when she thinks she· .has .reason to fear-
Joe, ·she is qkick to seize upon Hines• suggestion 
/ 
th~t tne·child is a Negro to justify her actions 
"" 
, .. 
against him. 
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•1 Because of Joe's· age and his helplessness 
before the vindictiveness of Hines and the diet1-
ti:an, it_ is not difficult .for the reader to 
. 
sympathize with Joe and.to recoil from them. 
The McEacherns, however, -when measured -against: 
Joe's scale, present a paradox .. to the r·eader. 
M~s. McEacher!l, who tries to treat Joe w1.th 
k1~dnes$ is constantly rebu:f'f~d with his surly 
.. .. 
' independenqe, whereas Simon, .who subjects Joe 
to extreme punishments for '·trivial transgre~sions, 
. "' is not only accepted but actually emulated by the 
young Christma~. In light of such_be~vlor, can 
Joe .still be considered as. a moral gauge? / 
Joe's peculiar relationship with the McEacheJ'll.s, 
as well as all of his subsequent relationships, is. 
both c_omplicated by his own developing personali·ty, 
.. 
. . 
and qualified by the effect~ that his experiences 
to date have had on him. As ari. abandoned child, 
Joe doesn't· kno-v1 who he is or what he can expect 
~ from life. These·· matters cause him much 9oncern 
(witness his que~tioning of the Negro yardboy, ~3m ). ,. 
Cons~que_ntly, Joe has a natural inclination toward 
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. de:t'1nit1on, order, and stability because "these 
,.,~_ qualities ~-offer him a security he_. has sought 
but never known. At the same time, he has a definite 
. ~ 
aversion toward thei~ opposites because they 
threa,ten his already precarious existence. His 
y 
._ experiences at~. the orphanage (with Alice, the little 
~ girl who mothered him _and then left, and with the 
/dietitian, who atteml)ted to bribe .him when he 
"th.ought he should be puni~ped) have fostered 1ri Joe 
. ' 
. a keen distrust of women, whom he has come to regard 
~ 
as unreliable, irrational, an~ highly ·-unpredictable •. · 
·l Having been already deeply disappointed in women, 
,;.. .... 
·:, 
I -
-
·~-. 
. he 1s naturally wary of Mrs. McEachern. 
. r 
~hroughout Light .in August, . Faulkner works 
with various levels of meaning. He is meticulous 
1J;J. prqviding p~ausible th~ugh--Surface explanations 
for events, actions, and situations ~hat rever-
berate with deepe·r meanings~·.· Such is true of-Joe's 
re~ationship with the McEacherns!-cHis supe_~f1c1ally 
. 
. paradoxical-·"response to them can be ~aturally 
,,I( 
.explained (Simon provides him with definition, 
"You·•·re a s1D.Iler ~·; order and stability, the 
:; '!. 
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ri tttalisti C l· punishments; a.nd --S8CUr1 ty 1 " an·. unchanging I , 
y 
·environment) 1 but· such an ·exi:,lanati'on i·s al·so 
superficial. When Joe's role as moral gauge is __ . -
' 
--
• ~ ·. <' 
considered, his relationship with tp.e McEach~rns 
becomes at once fr~'U£}.lt with more profound an~. 
-comprehensive meanings. 
. 
Mr. and Mrs. MoEachern differ in .many ways but, 
essentially, in one important respect. Simon's 
-,I'_,.-..,._,_ • 
-foremost virtue is an uncompromising integrity; 
Mrs. McEachern' s most obvious fault is lack of· 
integrity. F~ulkner considers integrity an important 
virtue. It can be overdone, as it most certainly is 
I 1n the case of McEache:rn; who is so self-contained .. 
. 
tha.t he -cfan assert his o,m will and sincerely 
--~ acknowledge it as God's. But the fault is one of 
degree rather. than inherent wrong •. Lack of int~gri ty, ., 
.. 
·on the other hand, is inherently contemptible. 
The former can lead to a parody of religion ( or 
any other institution); the lat~er leads to a~ -. 
redu·ction of religion to absurdity, a hollow 
ritual w1 tOO.ut- meaning. 
' ; 
' / 
McEachern' s strict adherence to· a ha.rah code 
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····· - ·repels .,us, especially. -when it leads t,o the fanatical: " 
beatings of Joe. However, although McEachern is 
-ruthless, he is not unkind. Faulkp.er is careful 
t(? maintain --tl"J.s distinction. Moreover, a.lthough 
· · McEacher.n is quick· to ·rind fal).lt in --Others, he also 
·readily admits it in himself (according, of course, 
to. his own code. He 1.s blind. to hi~ greatest faults, fl A 
. 
'• ·,. 
but this lack or ~.erception stems from his narrow-
minded approach to.· life and 1 a · not intentionally · · 
malicious). · 
• 
, 
Although Joe feels a submerged antagonism 
f' 
toward hi~ foster. father from the beg1nn1ng of. 
• t 
-their relationship when the young Christmas refuses 
to relinquish his name-- ("127), he, nevertheless, 
/ 
strives either consciously or unconsciously to. be 1 
like McEachern. When the two march to the barn in 
their ritualistic battles over Joe's learning his 
.. 
~) 
catechism, they go ·"in steady single file, the two 
backs ··-ill their rigid abnegation of all compromise 
. \,,. 
more alike than actual blood could have made 
them" (130). In a worid of uncertainty· and unpre-
.dictabili ty, there is security in their re~at1~nsh1p 
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that draws order out of chaos. We see in the two 
an ironic tiiist to Arnolq I s '~Ah lov~, let us pe 
-
true to one another. 11 
"' 
· Mrs. McEachern, on the contrary, is presentect 
a~ secretive and 'Ulltrust-v1orthy ~ 11 ,11 th a ,,oman' s 
affinity and instinct·ror secrecy, for casting a ; 
faint taint of evil about the most trivial and 
innocent actions" (147). She poses a definite-
~ .~hreat to Joe's integrity. He d1·strust.s her, 
f~~aring that by he~ attempted kindnesses she is 
. . . 
trying to trick him .into commitment and thereby 
rob him of his identity. Joe thinks over I'-1:rs. 
McEachern's various attempts to win him over 
through little kindnesses or shared secrets and 
comes -to · the conclusion, 111 She was trying to make 
me cry. Then she thinks that they would have had 
. me.'" (147)0 Joe.,1s particularly afraid of her·· 
attempts to make him :f'eel,-::dbliged to her. 
l 
·,It_ can be argued that Joe. 0 s rejection of Mrs. 
. - I McEachern is ,.further proof of his rejection of 
~ - . 
' . 
humanity.34 Certainly Joe is intolerant of hUllJ.an 
I) 
;railty. His revulsion upon le~ning of menstruation 
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' is aJ.most obsessive·. However, when he is confronted · 
'". 
with the fact of Bobbie Ailen.'s femininity, ~lthO.ugh 
his ·r1rst reaction 1 s one of intense · revulsion, he, 
nevertheless, comes to accept the fact, falls in 
.love with her, and even contemplates marriage. It 
is not Mrs~ McEachern•s humanity that he rejects; 
1t is her lack of integrity. Nor 1s he wrong to 
reject her. We. may feel sorry for the shadow of 
') 
. a person 1"1rs. McEachern has become, but we can in 
no way respect her. Even her attempted kindnesses 
mea.n little when we consider that she is aware or 
_the beatings Joe receives but does nothing (except 
tell-an occasional; inept lie) to avert them. 
. Joe,· ,1ho in this instance -finds himself in 
----~--, 
a position analogous to that of contemporary 
:~~ 'Negroes, accurately presages their contempt for 
f!,,t ~ 
,j ~ . ,-·) :--,·l t.he ·white liberal who mouths 1t1inning blandishment~ 
but ultimately acts from expediency rather than 
. 
. ' 
principle. This is not, of course, t<p say that Mrs. 
McEachem represents ~wh~liberala, only ihat there I 
. 
is.· a similarity between her actions and. theirs. 
' . McEaehern is by no means a paragon of virtue. 
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n6aI'1y as repulsive as Hines. Yet his personal'. · 
commitment to his beliefs, however misguided the 
-~ 
... - • 't,. 
· beliefs themselves may be, makes ··hi~ worthy of· a 
certain grudging respect.. He 1 s part of a. ~radi tion 
which might once have been, at least partially, 
' ' 
.}ust1f1able. He. is just; honorab~e, dutiful, and 
.,-,j 
iY-" 
God-fearingo A. direct heir of the Puri tan tradition, 
he epitomizes"·~he strengths and wea,k:nesses of that 
heritage. In the end, we see him as a principal 
-influence in Joe.~ s relentl~ss_ journey to self'-
crucifixion~ Although the· ·inhumanity of his 
dedication 1 to abstract principles, rather than to 
huma:tJ. needs, ofrends us, the integrity with which 
he adheres to hi's principles commands a. certain 
reluctant respect. 
Christ is quoted by St. John as having said, 
"I know thy works; thou art neither cold nor 
hot ••• ; because thou art lukew~rm, and neither 
cold nor hot, I ·am about to vomit thee out of 
..--my mouth •••• 11 .· (Revelation, 111. 15-16) 
.,-· 
Faulkner is being neither inconsistent nor. 
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ironic 1n his use of Joe ·a~ a m~ral gauge when 
' . 
~ 
. he has him reject ?4:rs .• McEachern. She, as much 
. as her husband, tries to make Joe 11,act as she 
had planned for them to act 11 ( 145) ·~ Faced wi t.h · 
the choice of responding to.either forthright 
severity or deceptive "1kindness, Joe chooses 
truth. Later, though his int~grity will cost 
him his life,· it will also afford him his sa1-· 
vation. · 
The McEachern episo~e, however, does not 
end at this point. Joe is not another McEachern, 
nor would the novel maintain its own integrity 
were he to become one. Joe's quest 1s for hu-
manity as well as integrity, and the conflict 
between t~ese two principles accounts {or much 
•· 
of the anquish he .undergoes. Before the McEachern. 
J episode is c~ncluded, we are presented with the 
. 
-
. 
. .. ,• 
.-.-:---
paradox of Joe's affair with Bobbie Allen. !n 
order to carry on hi~ affair W"ith her, he must· 
practice the same deceit he abhors· in Mrs. Mc-
Eachern, but, whereas with her it has become a 
way,··or 11:f'e resulting in sterile abnegation and 
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eva s 1 on, with him it beco•es another act.of 
' 
. I 
.. 
.. ~ principled def_ianoe and a demonstration of human 
commitment that leads eventually to a dynamic 
confrontation. 
,. 
, -· Joe I s 1n1··t1a1 relationship· with Bobbie Allen 
. ,, 
. . 
is his most auspicious experience ln·. the book · 
-, 
.. 
, because 1 t offers him his best chance of fulfill-
• 
ment:as a human being" Bobbie has the most oppor-
tunity to influence Joe because she is the only 
person to who~ he ever genuinely comm1 ts himself. 
She seems, at· first, the traditional good-hearted 
• 
I 
who~, capable of human kindness and compassion 
y• 
because she, herself, has felt a need for them. 
In her apparently altruistic ac.ceptance of Joe 
,and the inexpensive gifts he brings· her, she seems 
incongruously but truly worthy of his love. We . . . 
...... . 
can even accept the fact that she continues to 
. ply her trade while- carrying on her affair with 
Joe, because we realize th.at a girl has to live .. 
' ~... . 
_,. and Bobbie's talents are limi tad. 
' 
· Just why Bobbie accepts Joe, we may wonde·r. 
· · Perhaps she finds· the; attentions of :q.er young . 
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lover--,flattering_, ·or, his innocence refreshing, 
,~: . ~ 
~. ·; /; 
or his virile lovemaking exciting. Perhaps _she 
:ts j·ust one loser responding to another. But, 
howe,;.it--1ntriguing such speculations may __ be, 
the most importa1it aspect of their affair is its ,_ 
effect on Joe. Its immediate effect is to humanize 
~ 
. ~ 
h:1me Its ultimate effect is to c-onfirm his isola-
tion and. alienation and to point him tow~~d his 
. 
. 1 1nev1tablf violent· end. 
( During hi·s affair w1 th Bobbie, although Joe 
~ 
continues to be violent ( even while w1 th her) ~~~~·-,-
·V, t 
we see him responding with positive human emo,t1ons . 
. -4. 
~-
to ~other human being for the first time 1n his 
life ( exceptin&"· his rather· vaguely presented 
feelings toward the erphaned Alice). With boyish 
• I innocence, he brings Bobbie stale ehoco1~tes. He 
-- ' ' 
. 
.._""' \ 
, 
' ief"" '-
a.ct s · and dresses-like the men around her. He wants 
. 
-~ 
.. 
}~ 
to_ ·be a part of, rather than an outcast from, soc-iety. 
Althot\gh terribly upset by the fact of,. Bobbie's 
·menstruating, he, nJ·verthe_less, accepts both it 
1.-
. ·and, later, even the- knowled~e that he ,1sn't her 
only lover. 
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~ But the disparity in Joe's and Bobbi.a' s 
J•, 
.. 
/ 
50 
,. '\ 
.. - . ~' '· ~. and back~rounds bode~- ill :tor any chance 
.. . 
---.·,. 
I ( 
. ,,..........~. 
,,, ·.,. 
\ 
,/ 
. 
. , of' a lasting relationship between them. lJ!ax 1 s -
· 4 J 
• • • 
. 
. ~~ 
ri.ickname for. Jo·e, nRomeo," aptly· fi·ts tlus star- ' 
crossed lover. The haste with which Bobbie and 
Cs, ,. her.friends leave Joe·arter he has hit his foster 
-·~ ~ " I ~---father wi~h a chair 1S surprising to no one but 
(' 
. Joe_. The veil of unreality that has. romantical1y 
:,r· 
surrounded Joe's and. Bobbie I s affair is suddenay · \ 
J 
~ipped apart, and we see the .characters for what 
""' 
• 
they are beneath the harsh glow of the single bulb: -t- ;,._ 
Max and his· sadi~tic .friend, 1wiame the madame, and 
Bobbie the not-so-soft-hearted whore. 
; .. ~-· So far as Joe's conditioning is concerned, the 
' 
~ 
Bobbie .episode is extremely impbrtant. It -firmly· 
. \. 
"sets, ·as perhaps ·nothing'· els'e ~~could, his earlier ,. 
~ '~ 
'\..~ "" defiant posture. He has tried to be accepted on, (r 
' terms ·other than his own. He has made v1hat he thinks 
are the ultimate concessions, only to"be rebuffed 
' ~ and ·rejected more harshly and s·everely than -ever 
before. From this pg_int t.o his murder of Joanna 
"' 
... 
Burden, none of the violence he commits should 
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come. as any surprise.to the· reaq.er. 
,, 
- That .. Joe and -~Joanna's relationship: can result . 
,/ 
• ~. ' 
1n'aey~h1ng but violence is precluded by their 
.. 
• ~ F ~ 
. already developed per~onal1ties when they meet. 
·(' 
·J 
Although a paragon of martyred virtue on the surface, 
. , 
Joanna is a seething fury of repressed d.esires and. 
& . 
unfulf.illed human needs within. Like Hines, McE~ohern, 
·, 
' 
-Joe, and Grimm in her dedication to abstract prin-
ciples,· she is like Mrs, ~McEachern, Bobbie, and 
'Joe in her·/n._e_ed for love. She is the epitome ot 
all the forces )hat have thre·atened Joe in the 
novel. If the reader cannot help pitying Joanna 
. J ~,[i 
1n her agony of desire and pepressi.t>~, neither can 
he help being appalled by the ideas and guilt-
\ ridden values that have shaped. her. 
' She is as much a product and victim of 'the 4' 
-
. 
. 0 peculiarly dehumanizing religious and·cult\lral 
·.~ .. , forces that permeate the novel as ~Joe is. Her 
stifled human1 t.y and the inner conf11·cts 1 t en-
r., 
·genders are n9 lesf? pathetic ,than. his~ She is, in 
:t'~ct, an ironic mirror image of him •. , \fuereas b._§3 _1 
.·.J. 
has resp9nded with principled defia?lce, she has .. 
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. responded with dutiful dedication. But their· 
d-edication to abstractions precludes any. ~uceess 
~ 
C .- - e1 ther way. Bot,h are struggling to assert,.- a 
h~an1 ty that _-their actions paradoxically deny, 
even as t~se acti9ns increase ·1n intensity • 
. ·~ 
·/ 
Thai(. affair is 8. parody of love ~n whiph ne~ ther 
gives and both struggle for domination. The act 
of love becomes a contest in which Joe feels he 
is- struggling "physically with another man for an 
~- . 
. ... 
. '· 
·, . 
':\... 
objectj of no actual value to either, and for which -~~: 
.. 
they struggled on principle.alone 11 (205). 
,; 
¥ Their struggle is much more than physical, 
- and 1n 1 t Joe is much more than a violent o~tcast 
come to violate an old maid. He is humanity 
struggling to be human against the overwhelming 
forces of depersonalization. Joann~' s murder 1s· 
a necessary catharsis for Joe. It and his week 
' li;t 
of flight. represent a turning point in his life • 
Before c .. bnsidering this -point, however, let 
.. 
',/ .; 
~/ us review briefly the response of the other 
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important characters to Joe. Hightower, of· course,. 
is not directly responsible for any of Joe 1 s 
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m1 sf ort une s. Howeve:r, as--a man of respons1b111ty 
. who ha$ relinquished. that respons1b11_1ty to 
glory in the exploits of the past, he has 1nd1-
' -
.. _ 
• 
reetly contributed greatly. to the pseudo-religio·us L.-~/ 
and racial bigotry that leads to ~oe's death and 
'i) 
·"" ,1 .. ~-· ""\l,-· 
-
. J. 
mutilation. Percy Grimm, like Hines and Mc~achern, 
... ti 
• 
merely :f'1lls the _v~_cuum cr_eated by the abnegation 
of responsibility by suo.h as Hightower. Percy, 
-~ . 
l < 
in his storm-tro~per way, is merely· trying to 
mainta-in-tba-moral order,' ~substituting for religious 
.. 
•; 
intensity the pseudo~patriotio intensity of the 
'{i:, Nazi._ That Fau·lJ.mer should draw him with such 
clarity before most people were even aware of 
" 
such men is a tribute to .Faulkner's accurate 
assessment of twentieth-century 11:fe. Percy is 
a vomit~inducing example of--t.he depersonalized 
. r- - - .. 
man. It is ironic that his devotion to -social 
. orde~ ·'should produce such an anti-social being. 
During the novel, Joe comes into ~ontact 
(J.~- ''":. 
--~------
with many characters, mo·st of whom treat him in 
~ways ~hich_repel the readero Only one, Byron 
Bunch, treats him as Christ advised Christiatis· 
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to treat people. Byron, the most common denom1~ · 
y·.ha·tor of man, is also the niost humane. Byron 1 s 
--
,\ 
-first response to Christmas, noticing Joe's lack 
• 
of _lunch, is to offer him food •. ( "I was hungry and 
you gave me to eat.") Christmas responds to Byron's 
-
• V thoughtfulness with a charac·teristic, 11 I ain't 
I ,. • 
hm!gry. Keep your muck. ta ( 30), but his response 
~ \ 
neither negates nor s.tifles By-ron' s good will. 
·Late~, when the men are theorizing about the 
...... 
source of Joe 1 s newly ac·qu1red wealth, Byro_n -is so 
.. 
free of malice that one of his co-workers says, 
11 I reckon Byron· ~tays out of meanness too much 
himself to keep up wi t·h other folks' " ( 37) • Even 
after Christmas. has been accused of murder, Byro~ 
sti'U tries to help him. 
I Of course, Christmas is not the only one 
1? 
Byron tries to- help in the novel·. Byron is High-
tower' a only friend. When Lena comes to town, 
Byron makes himself., her protector a Only Byron 
regards the eccentric Hines and. his wife.as any-
... 
thing more .than nuisan9e~·~ 
, 
· Viewed in perspective, the .results of Byron's 
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,· . 
missions of mercy seem negligible. Christmas is 
. 
murdered and mutilated; Lena 1s no closer to Burch· · 
._ ... ~ '.· ~' 
-· 
.··· 
/ 
. 'b,· 
•• 
... ·· 
~· 
'I' .. 
• ' 0 
than she was before; Hightower is once more in· 
' ' retreat from reality; and the Hineses are·ori. their 
way home to bury their grandson. Certainly these 
' 
results are hardly commensurate with·the efforts 
, 
' 
Byron has expendedo In the eyes of the furn1 ture 
... 
't 
') dealer (who 1s an ingenious art1,st1c device where-
by a stranger from outside the novel can comment 
on the apparent significance of its events), Byron 
. 
. \ ) 
. 
is a ludicrous little man, good hearted, but hardly 
I· 
admirable or even noticeable. 
Byron's role, 'however, is entirely consistent 
... 
with Faulkner's· paradoxical view of life. Faulkner 
is· certainly well aware of~ the "dark underside 
of reality ova Evil runs through his works with a 
. ' nearly overwhelming potential for 1nd1v1dual~and 
·Social harm. But Faulkner is not a thoroughly 
pessimistic writer. He· is a·::.d~spe:oate optimist, 
4 
refusing,:even in the face of destruction, to admit 
defeat. Against the aligned forces of evil, .man 
. ' 
seems truly puny, each of his efforts pathetically 
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inadequate, his doom ,almost inevitable; yet, 
~-
. witllin himself, he -has the power -tq assert his 
' humanity and achieve a kind of di v1n1ty. When 
. . -
Faulkner said, in his Stockholm Address, "I 
,·O, ({ . 
bel,ieve that man will not'~merely .. endure: he will 
~ ~ 
.Prevail,U35 his words were rhetorically inspiring 
but logically unconvincing. However, within the 
aesthetically logical co:p.text ,of his work, Faulkner 
can defy conventional logic and assert this them~ 
with unCompromising integrity. Life has a logic 
of its own which eludes philosophical formulation 
. ~ 
but is susceptible to artistic perception. This 
paradox of Faulkner's art finds expression in 
Joe Christras I role as loser and in )the Lena-. 
--~------
Byron denouement or the story. 
-Joe, as the cliche states, is a ~orn loser. 
The illegitimate product of a posSibly miscegenoua 
~ ~ 
union, he is immediately rejected by the only 
- ' . 
·family he has. At the orphanage, it is his mis-
. ( . 
... 
fortune to become a toothpaste.-addict, · in, which 
role he has the further misfortune to beconie a~ 
witness to an act, the meaning of .which he is 
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i,; totally unaware. Nevertheless, just by being there, 
·he incurs the wrath of the diet1 tian and in the 
resultant cqnfusion develops a couple of idio-
syncrasies that will plague his adult life. From 
. McEachern, he accepts arbitrary beatings given him 
. G 
without regard to his ·--guilt o:r innocence. One of 
the most highly comic ironies of the book occurs 
when Joe realizes after not 11 sinningn with th~ 
' ? 
'C ~ / Negro girl, that, so far as McEachern is concerned, 
Joe is in as much trouble as if he had committed 
what McEachex'n considered the cardinal sin. Joe 
falls in love: the object of his affections ••• a 
no-longer young or attractive whore." His capacity 
.r for getting himself into situations that will lead 
to suffering is almost beyond belief. 
Nevertheless, Joe rep~esents .. a dramatic 
change iri Faulkner's view of the Christ-figure 
as loser. Benjy Compson could only wail in the 
face of adversity; Joe Christmas strikes back. 
Benjy presents us with an image of helplessness;_ 
Joe, iii th one of 1ndomi tabili ty. B_enjy we pit'y: 
Joe we stand in awe of. BenjJ is a picture of 
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' mindless agony; Joe, ot· the human heart in conflict -
w1 th 1 tself. Although by his death Joe 1 s role as 
' 
_. loser is confirmed, the ma:nn.er in which he faces· 
. death is· strangely at odds with the image i,1e have 
of him as loser. Here the Christmas-Christ analogy. 
works most profound·ly. · 
\ · To better understand the paradox of Joe 
.Chr1tsmas, let us suspend, for a moment, out1 
rflt accl;!.stome_d views of Christ as God and speculate 
upon the implications of His humanity. He 1s not . 
,._ 
like other men;· He believes He is the Son of God. 
!l 
~y so believing and by inspiring_ the same belief 
'· in others, He threatens the very basi_s of the 
/ 
beliefs and way of life of the· establishment of 
His time. Either He or they must be destroyed.· 
There can be ·. no compromise so· long as He maintains 
His integrity as God ~d man. Unable to get, Him to 
recant, the leaders of the established order seek 
His deaih. "Kill Him! 11 they cry •. "Kill Him!!' the 
people echo. Pilate protests that they will be 
k11J.ing an innocent manf but relinquishes the 
authority vested in him as their govenor and 
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. . hands Christ over to_ them •. Chris.t -1~. sub~equently ~ r . 
crucified, but in His death 8.ccomPlishes the ve.;y 
,. thing His killers feared He would accomplish if 
allowed to live. The cross casts its shadow over 
two. t~ousand. years of history. 
For traditional believ~rs, of course, the 
true significance of the Crucifixion can be seen /~ 
~ 
r only within the broader context of the Resurrection. 
It is His Resurrection that substantiates Christ's 
claim to divinity and makes of the '6.rucif1x1on ~ 
meaningful expiatioj of man's sin and a redemptive 
force· for his salvation. But Faulkner is not a 
'l' 
.. tradi tionaJ. believer! He is a tw<?,ntieth-century 
I 
,, 
writer~·-who has said of his use of Christ references 
1n Light in-~ August, *' ••• that's a matter of reaching .. \ I ~ ' <> ~ . into the lumb~r room to get out something which 
seems to the writer the moet effective way to tell 
what he is trying to tell. 11 36 What better way to 
tell the story of man I s ascendancy· to di vin1 ty 
' than to allude to a person who is regarded as both 
'man and Ck>d? I make these points only so ~t:-we 
may consider the Christmas-Christ relationship ' :~ 
.'• 
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. lff thout be1rig over1y concerned that the Christ 
' 
. . 
whom Christmas resembles is not al11ays the same 
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.\ Christ iihose Resurrection is celebrated· on East.er ~ -
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Sl.Uld~y. .. 
. ·1r we view Christ as a man. who thinks he is 
God rather than as the actual Son of God, there 1s (,__J' 
,-' 
a profound reversal. in the sign1·r1cance of the 
Crucifixion and the Resu:r;rection. Then, paradox-
-~ 1cally, it is the Crucifixion (through its tremen-
dpus forCe as an ultimate in human gestures) that 
-imparts both immortalitY (through ce~turies of 
bel1eVers) and divinity (a soa'.ring to the heights 
.... 
/{of the gods) on a(Christ who was not 1nherel1t1Y , 
divine. Further, hkever much we may share in the 
t -
refJ.ected glory of the risen Christ, simply beca-tise 
He is God and we are m~m, we can never really 
experience Hi~ Resurrection. But if' Christ were 
' ~-- . 
a ~an who under extrao~inary circumstances rose 
to eXT.raordinary heights, He becomes a symbol of. 
hope. We may not know what it is to rise from the 
dead, but we certa.in1y know what it is to suffer. 
~ / Joe· Christmas #'is a man, but he is not .like 
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other men;. He flaunts his' 1~d1v1dua.11ty, his unique 
position as a man.who is neither black nor white 
but both .• As a possible Son of God, he coul·d not 
be a threat to the social structure of his time, 
which may be theocratically but is no longer mes-
... 
s1an1cally inclined. But, as a possible Negro taking 
the prerogatives of a· white man, he is a definite 
thre·at to everything his society considers sacred.--· 
It is interesting to.note, in this connection, 
Faulkner's comments after the lynching of Emmett \ 
' 
Till: 
If the facts as stated in the Look maga11ne account of the Till affair are correct 9 this remains:· tirro adults£) armed, in the dark 9 kidnap·a fourteen~year=old boy and ,,.e,ake him atvay to frighten him. Instead of 11h1ch9 the :fourteenc=year=old boy not ol'lly refuse~ to be frig~tened, but~ un.armed~ alone~· in the dark 9 so 
~rightens the two armed adults that \hey 
must destroy him. 
What are we M1ss1s~1ppians afraid 
of? Why do we have so low an opinion of J ourselves that we are afraid. of peopl_e 
.,. wlao by all our standards a.re our 1nf e-
r1ors? ,so o 
Why do we have so ·low an opinion 
of our· .blood and trad.1 tions as to fear that, as soon as the Negro enters. our house by the front door, he will propose marriage to our daughte~7an.d sh8 will · immedia,tely accept· him? 
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1Jesus Christ!' Grimm er1ied, his young . " . . . ~ ·; . ; .... ·.:,, . .. . : . '· . .: .. ' . ·' -. . . ' . ' ', . . . . .... ' -, i 
voice very cl ... - and outraged like that of a 
young pr~,est. 1 Has every __ preacher and old maid 
1n p-effersqn taken their pants down to the yellow-\ . 
bellied son of a bitch? 1 '1 ( 406). And. later, after 
. . . c- . 
the shooting and castration, " 8 Nolr you 111 let 
,... - ,,.. 
White Women alone, 8V8ll in hell e e • I ti ( 407) e 
Christmas' death is described;---from two points 
'· 
... 
of view. He, himself, is 11p~aceful and unfathomable.",. 
For those who witness it: 
•. . . 
••• the man seemed to rise soaring into 
their memories forever and ever. They are 
not to lose it 9 in whatever peaceful valleys,# beside wha,.ffaoever placid and reassuring streams 
of old age 9 in the mirroring faces -· of 1r1hat-
ever children they will contemplate old disasters and newer hopesa·It will be there, 
mtlsing 9 quiet 9 steadfast~ not fading and 
· not particularly tbreatful 9 but of itself 
(~
1
-··alone serene, of 1 tself alone triumphant. ( 407) 
) 
I 
·- The image is supported by th~ _mounting crescendo. 
of the siren. 
Christmas appears· "peaceful and unfathomable." 
., 
Why? During the week of his flight after killing 
. ~- ~ 
Joanna Burden, s-omething happens to Joe. The experi-
ence is profound, though Faulkner takes pains to make 
( \ 
,, I 
'--
obvious the tact that it ~an be naturally explained. 
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.., In a sense, Joe relives his ·wh9le ·11re, .. w:1th scenes 
such as·the one in the Negro church where he clubs 
the Negro, Bo~., recalling the scene in the school-
house where he clubbed McEachern. But this period 
1.s like the crisis in a fever. Suddenly it/ is over 
' . 
and the final eight pa&es of the chapter trace an 
almost complete reversal of Joe_• s earlier response 
. to life. The man who fought obsessively against 
nature suddenly becomes o·bsessed with such natural 
functions as eatillg and sleeping. -Peacefully he 
e I sets ~ut for Mottstown, resigned to the fate that 
', 
awaits him there. 
"· 
1'·· 
> • 
Looking, he can see the smoke low 
on,the sky, beyond an imperceptible 
corner; he is entering it again~ the 
street ~hich ran for thirty yearso It 
had been a paved street where 8t?ip.g 
should be fasto It had made a circle 
and he is still inside of ito Though 
during the last seven days he has had 
no paved street~ yet he has traveled 
' farther than in all the thirty years 
before o And yet ,he is still inside the 
~circle o u 1ind yet', I have been farther· in 
these seven days than in all the thirty 
years 9 i he thinkso vBut I have never got 
outside that circleo I have never broken 
out of the ring of what I , have,, already 
done ~d cannot ever undo' , he thinks 
quietly.... ( 296·) 
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Note - that the . 1 street' of Christmas ' ·. lite 
has not· changed. He is still caught up in the · 
Negro-1wb.ite dilemma that,1, will lead ~nevit~bly· to 
his death (297).. This point is made five times.,, 
Yett someholi,· although the street has not changed,, 
he has. The idea that he has Just made great 
' ' l . . ' progress is r~peated 1 twioe. I·suggest that the 
difference in Christmas is merely, yet profoundly, 
- . -
that his human heart is no longer in conflict with 
1 ta elf. He has found that for i1hich he has sea~ched 
for thirty.years--peacee From thfs point to h1s 
death, he is truly Christlike, ready to accept 
whatever the future holds with Christlike res1gna-
· ttmn. He· has transcended sorrow and grief and pain. 
;,· . \ 
< Afterithe dash into Hightower's house that brings 
· Grimm to kill him, he makes r att.empt .to defey-<\ 
-
" 
,, himself. Before, when Joanna threatened to destroy· 
his integrity, he killed her; now, when Grimm 
threatens to destroy his life, Joe makes no move . 
., ~ 
ti? , 
to take another human life. +n a very personal way, 
Ill 
he has achieved his own salvation. He· had lived his 
11:f'e as a kind·,of socially created- neurosis, infected 
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. · and !~8ct~; he dies a man.\ \ . -, . 
. One other thing: Faulkner makes a point., 
near the end of pthe ehap_ter ·recounting Christmas' 
flight, -of ·.a paradoxical relationship bet,·,-,een 
Christmas and time. On the one hand 9 Christmas 
finds himself trying to' calculate the day of 
. II . 
· .the week: ••• he had an actual urgent need to 
strike off the accomplished d.ay·s toward soma 
~;. 
purlio se, sqme definite day or act •• $ 18 ( 29 3) • 
Later, .3.n re~rospect, we see this definite day 
or act to be his death, toward· which he has 
. . . 
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., 
) 
. r._ .. f; 
,,. .:,:..j. 
been moving inevitably from birth. On the other 
hand, the coma-like state in whicn he has come·? · 
to exist has disrupted chronological time for 
h1m, and for a while he drifts in a dreamlike 
state between nights and days that "had long 
since lost orderliness" (291). It is at this 
!/) 
r . 
same time that he feels himself both 
with nature and transcending it (·291-292) • 
. • 
Relating these experiences of Chrj:cstmas to r 
th~ ... th~me of Bergsonian duration, we ~ee that t 
while on one level Chr1stJ1l6,S is still bound to 
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· the· chrono.logical movement _ _ioward 'his · death, on 
.. 
another level he has come to accept 1ntu1 ti vely ·. 
., ,"' 
'~ his place within the d ration ·of "the vast trans-
·-
c.endent flux in " . . elan vital endlessly 
res_hapes reality in novel and more complex :fo:rms. 11 38 
It is within this context that the Christmas~Christ .}.\ 
. 
analogy becomes most profound. As temporal individuals· 
we struggle along, alone and isolated 9 but as indi-
viduals within the timeless flux, we.-share in the 
suffering and glory of all men "out of all time." 1 
This them~ of Bergsonian duration and human 
involvement is r~einforced by Joe's soaring into 
the memories of those who witness his death-and ~ 
by the suggestion that, even in a physical sense, · 
something of ,,him survives iri. Lena's boy-child ( 359). · 
\. 
Hightower thinks of Lena and her child~en: "The 
good stock :q_eopling in tranquil obedience_ toll 
the good eartho •• But m, Byron engendered next 11 ( 356) • 
• •••• --i.;.. •. ~ 
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-
. i. , ' . . The tragic glory of life, which finds ·,expression in 
Joe Christmas• struggl.e and which is reinforeed ·, 
~'\ bY.'".Hightow~r's al?oc,alyptic vis~on, is emcompassed 
within the hopeful renewal of l·if'e which finds··. ~ 
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·expre·ssion 1n the Lena-Brron. story. What ~yron I s- -
l 
chances· o~f success with Lena are we do not know, 
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•· · t' but as the furniture dealer tells bis ldfe, ":'I 7· 
' \
.. i 
. '\: 
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-
was pulling for th~ 11 ttle, cu~s, 111 and as John 
' 
-~ 
-Lewis Longley, Jr., has so aptly, addea, "So are 
- we all. 11 3·9 
"' 
.. 
. Though the mules p1od 1n a steady 
and ,,;1~flagging hypnosis, the vehicle does not seem to progresso It seems to hang suspended in the middle dista.ance forever and forever 9 so infinitesimal is its progress, like a shabby bead upon 
the mild red string of road. (7),. -
Just .. so, man moves toward a perfection of his 
humanity. Light in August chronicles a part of 
his seemingly endless journey. 
f..·', .->· pu·.~~ 
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.. As John Wesley Hunt has· pointed out;_. "Faulkner's 
rel1g~ous center is essentially Christian humanism 
·, 
and •• (' the ·liumanistic aide of his Christian reli-
giousness a.1~1ses from his Sto1c1sm."40 Joe Christmas' .. 
rSles as v1ct1n and moral gauge allow Faulkner.to 
point up the need tor Christian compassion and 
, 
c• I 
. charity. Christ's;teaohing of' the brotp.erhood of 
.,. 
man, of each man I s. re spconsi b111 ty for his . f ellowm.en 
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.Lprov1des a needed val~e system for our t1me, which 
.. :b.!l~--wi tness~d ( at Ausohwi-tz and Hiroshima., to mention~· 
,· 
. 
only two instances) some of the gre1atest sins against 
humanity eve~ perpetrated. 
We face annihilation by our own hand, a threat 
with trem.endous potential for demor za.tion; Faulkner~ 
realizing that inq.i viduals must have feeling of 
worth and personal importance to sustain .them, gives 
us Joe Christmas. In this violent outcast's r8le as 
,.. . 
· loser-winner, as a kind of ·stoic hero, Fa.ullmer 
. . 
points out that even doomed man has some potential 
= for greatness. Although Joe I a· sacrifice and salvation 
-are personal and, unlike Christ's, do not involve 
redemption for others, they do serve ari important 
function; they show that just being a·man.is 1mpor-
tamt and worthwhile, that individual salvation is 
\ possible in the realiza.tion of one's humanity. 
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... -9For an exception to this view see Carl Benson•s 
~Thematic)Design in:· Light in August, 11 South Atlantic ·g,uaz::terlI,9 LI.II ( October 9 1954 J 9 · p. 5429 and De.,rrel Abet 8 s 13Frozen Movement t in Ligb~ ;1n August, 83 Boston -UniverSi ~.Y §~ugies· -
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lOw111~am Faulkner, Light in August, The Modern Library (New York~,,1950), Pe 270 This edition will be ~sed for all quotations, and pagina-tion will be indicated parenthetically in the texto 
11Crit1cal opinion regarding the significance of 
. . - Hightower' s final vision has been va:ried. Many commentators 9 most nota,bly, Oleanth Brooks, · William Faulkl1.er g The Yoknapata,ypha Country (Yale University Press 9 1963) 9 Po 70 9 and Hyatt Ho Waggoner, William Faulknerg From Jefferson to the World (University of Kentucky· Press 9 1959}9 Po 111 9 have seen Highto,.,1er' 8 vision and the subsequently increased glory 
· of his illusion as signs of his redemption. Others~ particularly Darrel Abel 9 .Q12.o cite; p. 42 9 and Beach Langston~ "The Meaning of Lena Grove and Gail Hightower in ~ight ~ Aurst 9 " Boston Universit;,z: Studies in English, V Spring 9 1961)~ Po 56 9 though not claiming redemption for Highto1r1er~ ·. see his vision as one of special_ enlightemnent that leads to a_ higher plane of existenceo-Abel goes so far . 
, as to see Hightower as God the Fathero Still others (John Lewis Longley~ Jro~ The Tragic Maskg ! Stud! of Faulkner's Heroe,s [I1ni var-
. sity of North Oarolina Press~ 1961' ~ Po 229;_ Peter Swiggart~ The Art of Faulkner 8 s ·Novels [University of Texas Press 9 196~v Po 144; Olga Vickeryv The Novels of Willie.m Faulkner: ! Critical Inter retation [Louisianna.State University Press 9 195SI ~ po 79 s. and Edmund L-. · Volpe 9 A Reader n- s Guide to \iTilliam Faulkner Olew Yorki> 1964.J=; p7 160} see HightO't"rerUs 
wheel vision as a sign.- ~of iric~eased enli·ght-
enment and unde1~s.,a:;anding, but see the return of his grandfather's ghost, surrounded by -an 
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even gr·eat.er glory, as· evid.ence of ··Hightower' a 
··_1riability to ·put his increased understanding-
·1nto meaningful actiono Faullcner _said of this scene!) G1i-1~ and Blotner~ Po 75 9 uHe ffiigh-towe~ didn 8 t dieo He wrecked his lifea He had failed his 'ttifeo He had fe.,iled himself,. but there was one t,hing the,,t he still had-~ 
whi.ch 1ri1c1-1s the ~rave grand,father that galloped ; into_ to1m to burn the Yankee stores o. o o on I 
see this scene 9 ·coming as i"c, does right ~fter 
· Chris_:tmas' murder and castration 9 · as an ironic reaff1irmation of Faulkner's vieiv" of individual ~-. salvationo It is· similar in intent~ I think, to the rema,rks of the two tourists a;t, tli1® end 
· of Ernest Heming~1a,,y 8 s The Old. lYian and .!,hf?. Sea. In this case~ Hightower does realize th~ sig- \ n1ficance of what has happe~ed but 9 even so, cannot change the pattern of l~is oim lifeo I think that Faulkner is again pointing out that redemption and salvation must, come from iii thin. The mere fact of Obrist us Crucifixion· 1s not enough for our ~alvation; ultimately, we must save ourselveso 
12R1chard Chase 9 88 The Stone and the Crucifixion: Faulkner 8 s Ligh} in August," Kenyon Review, X (.Autumn9 1948 , p. 546. , . 
""' 13For a perceptive analysis,of the many s1m1l~r1t1es 
·\v bet1r1een Joe Christmas and Joanna Burden ·see Ilse Dusoir Lind's nThe Calvinistic Burden of L.1ghf in ... August, 11 The New England .Quarterl~, . XXX. Sep uember $) 1957 J 9 pp o 307 m 329, partic-
- ularly pages 309, 310 9 and 325 • ., . ' . . 
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14w1111am Faulkne'.r:i 110n Fear: The South 1n Labor,'1 
. .;_. Harper 8 s, 9 CCXII (June~ 1956)~ PPo 29-34 9 re-
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., 
, vised a.,nd. repr:lnted as 180n Fea.,r: Deep South in ~a .. borg Mississippi," Essays, Speeches and Public Letters, pp. 99-100. _ 
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a detailed analysis of the numerous Christmas-Christ parallels see c. Hug~ Holman I s "The 
· Unity of Faulkner's J,.ight 1n August 9 11 PMLA, )LXXIII (?~arch, 1958), PPo 157=l.58o 
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